Old Russian Radio (Archivist’s Note)

By Bart Lee, K6VK, CHRS Archivist

Russia is much in the news this year, for its murderous invasion of the Ukraine. Surprisingly, legacy radio in the ether as opposed to information via cyberspace seems to be playing a big role in the war. Whatever sophisticated telecommunications capability the Russian army may have had, it’s not using it. Russia does have, however, a long history in radio, starting with Alexander Popov in the 1890s. The CHRS archives hold some early Russian radio ephemera.

Russian amateur radio station 2CG via “SKW”* sent this reception report in 1929 to California station W6AGS in San Francisco in 1929.

* SKW seems to have been a national QSL bureau, as late as 1938; see generally Andrew Thomas, “The graphia [cards] of Soviet amateur radio ‘QSL’” https://www.academia.edu/45499550/The_graphia_of_Soviet_amateur_radio_QSL_ acknowledgment_cards
A year prior, a Siberian registered short wave listening station also reported W6AGS† reception (in Esperanto no less):

In many European countries, a would-be radio amateur had first to get a short wave receiver working, get registered with the powers-that-be, and listen to radio communications, presumably on the ham bands: “Learn by Listening First.” By the late 1920s, short wave broadcasting in Europe had come about, so a good tunable receiver could be a threat to a bad regime. On the other hand: Radio Moscow began its worldwide broadcasting in 1927.

† Mervyn F. Callen in San Francisco held the license for W6AGS; CHRS has just inherited a large QSL card collection from his estate. He was an active member of the San Francisco Radio Club.
Broadcast domestic radio in Russia, as in many European countries, flourished in the 1920s. In Russia’s case, the intent was to further the Bolshevik revolution, very bloody process.

A revolutionary poster from the early days of the Soviet Union in Russia follows. It proclaims: Radio is the Trumpet of the Revolution [!] Just as the British Broadcasting Corporation sought to unify Great Britain and its empire with radio, so too did the Soviets seek to use radio for their ideological purposes. Radio Moscow says it took to the short waves as early as 1927, only ten years after the Revolution. Domestically, the government used radiophone broadcasting as early as 1921 — and wireless telegraphy as early as 1917 to foment revolution. Radio was well suited to political management of various subject peoples throughout the vastness of the Soviet Union. As in America and the British Empire, radio in Russia gave the nation a compelling and addictive, albeit ethereal, voice. Stalin, Roosevelt, King George and Churchill (and Hitler) were all outstanding radio personalities. The poster is by Vladimir Krinsky, Exhibition Planned for the 1922 Soviet Congress, from the A.V. Shchussev Museum in Moscow, 1989.
A later Soviet radio poster proclaims: “Radio Creates a Single Will” (no doubt the will of Lenin, then Stalin, then the politburo).

(Image Etsy.com sourced)

For many decades, each central receiver sent out audio-only to satellite speakers — in a village, or apartment building, or factory or school. The speakers had a volume control. They could not tune. It seems the line-out voltage was 30 volts into the
speaker. Only in later decades did some of the speakers have any decent design, presumably for home use. These old speakers are available on Etsy.com from Eastern Europe (circa 1950s images below are Etsy.com sourced).

A politically-correct administrator made sure the listeners heard only the right broadcast. “The more things change, the more they stay the same...”
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